
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Science Week 2020 

 

Scoil Íosagáin was recently awarded 

the Discovery Primary Science and 

Maths Certificate by the Science 

Foundation of Ireland. 

Huge ongratulations to the children 

of Scoil Íosagáin for all their hard 

work in Science and Maths! 

 

Whoever invented the 

Knock Knock jokes, 

deserves a NO BELL 

prize! 

They also learned about sound. They learned that sound 

makes vibrations and you can even SEE sound vibrations! 

They used cymbals to make sound vibrations beside a 

bowl with cling film on it. There was rice on the cling film. 

When they banged the cymbals, the rice moved! The 

sound vibrations from the cymbals made the rice jump! 

 

 Second class also learned about 

liquids that don’t mix. They poured 

water, oil, golden syrup and washing 

up liquid into a glass. Look at the 

photos. Can you tell what 

happened?! 

 

Did you hear about the new 

restaurant on the moon? 

Food is out of this world, 

but there is no atmosphere! 

On Monday sixth class made rockets. They used pipe 

insulators made of foam, duct tape, sellotape and 

the most important part was the elastic band. The 

elastic band made the rocket fly through the air due 

to stored energy. When the elastic band was pulled 

back, the energy was stored. When you let go of the 

elastic band, the energy was released. They also 

used card for ‘fins’ to help balance the rocket. They 

tested the rockets outside. 

  

SIXTH CLASS SCIENCE HOMEWORK 

Because it was Science Week, sixth class even 
got science homework! LUCKY THEM! For sixth 
class’ eggcellent homework they had a choice 
to make an egg menu or Antarctic memes. The 
egg menu consisted of 10 types of ways you 
cook eggs you cook for breakfast .We had a 
cracking time doing this! For the Antarctic 
memes they had to search up what memes were 
and research animals from the Antarctic and 
write it out on Google slides or PowerPoint. 

 

 



I was reading a book 
about helium… and I 
just couldn’t put it 
down! 

On Wednesday sixth class 

did an experiment on the 

lungs. To test lung capacity 

Miss O’Gorman, Margaret, 

and Liam blew through a 

bottle of water to see who 

could blow the most out of 

it. Miss O’Gorman won, 

Margaret came second and 

Liam came last. 

 

 

Why did it come in this 

order? Well, we think it’s 

down to Miss O’Gorman 

being the tallest, Liam 

being the shortest and 

Margeret being in between! 

Sixth class also made ‘a 

lung’.The white balloon 

acted as a diaphragm, the 

green one acted as the lung, 

the straw was the trachea 

and lastly the bottle acted 

as the ribcage. 

 

Juniors did a balloon superhero on super hero experiment. They drew a face on 

the balloon and put a cape on the back. When they let go of the balloon it went 

flying up in the air like a superhero.  

  

Junior also went on a scavenger hunt outside to see what nature they could 

find. 

  
Fourth class made gliders for science week. They tested 

them outside and discovered that when they twist the 

gliders they travelled further! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Junior Infants did an 

experiment with 

raisins, seven up and 

water. When they 

dropped the raisins 

into the seven up the 

raisins danced! When 

they dropped the 

raisins into the water 

they didn’t do 

anything . 

 

Fifth class were very busy during science week. They made 

clinometers. Clinometers are used to measure the height of trees. 

They also did some experiments about the density of different 

liquids. They discovered that golden syrup, honey, and milk have 

a higher density than water. Oil and washing up liquid have a 

lower density than water. 

 

 

 

6th class took part in a STEM 

challenge! They worked in 

pairs and all got one A3 sheet 

of paper, 30cm of tape, a 

pencil, scissors and a ruler 

and we had to make the 

longest paper chain possible. 

Rachel was the winner! 

 

They also learned about the 

science of the human mind and 

learned all about selective 

attention. Try it for yourself and 

do the Stroop test below! Name 

the colour instead of reading the 

word! 

 

 

 


